
Name:  ____________________________   Spelling List E-18

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Tod is observing the thunderstorm from the front porch .      1.  _________________
     

2.  In a few days, we'll be selecting a new class president.      2.  _________________
     
            

3.  Water is squerting from holes in the leaky hose.       3.  _________________
                

4.  Leanna has been complaning about a headache for a     4.  _________________
few days.   

5.   Sharayah spent the morning scrubing the kitchen floor.      5.  _________________
                                         

6.  Mr. Buchanan is changing the light bulb in his desk lamp.   6.  _________________
 

7.  The roasted chicken gave off a pleesing aroma.                  7.  _________________
  

8.  Aaron thinks figuring out math problems is frustrating.       8.  _________________
      
      

9.  “Riding a roller coaster is exiting!” Randeep said.                  9.  _________________
            

10.     Sophia began panicking when she couldn't find her    10.  _________________
          English language arts homework to hand in. 

               
11.     Nathan is monching on a bag of popcorn.    11.  _________________

         
    
12.  The sun keeps appeering from behind the clouds.    12.  _________________
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13.    Katherine enjoys hiking with her family.       13.  _________________
                          
                               
14.    The house has a thermostat for reggulating the    14.  _________________
         temperature. 
                      
15.    By the way the forecaster described the weather,               15.  _________________
         it's sounding very likely that our flight will be canceled.         
                                    
16.    Rory couldn't stop laughing when his friend made a joke.   16.  _________________
                                           

               
17.    “This story is very confussing!” Brandisha said.    17.  _________________
              
                               
18.   Cameron is not often in the habit of agreeing with his    18.  _________________
        brother, Chase.      

   
19.   Giovanni practiced writing his name in cursive by                 19.  _________________
        coping the letters over and over again.                       

20.    Ashley's baby sister likes mimmicking her.    20.  _________________
        
                                                                           

Review Words

21. I can't decide weather to eat cereal or oatmeal for          21.  _________________
breakfast.           
              

22. The whether has been very mild this winter.       22.  _________________
   

23.  The flower peddle felt soft and velvety.                23.  _________________

24.     The tradesman went to the fair to petal his goods.              24.  _________________
  

           Challenge Words

25. Peony couldn't put down the fasinating chapter book      25.  _________________
she was reading.    
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Tod is  observing  the thunderstorm from the front porch .      1.  CORRECT
     

2.  In a few days, we'll be  selecting  a new class president.      2.  CORRECT
     
            

3.  Water is  squerting  from holes in the leaky hose.       3.  squirting
                

4.  Leanna has been  complaning  about a headache for a     4.  complaining
few days.   

5.   Sharayah spent the morning  scrubing  the kitchen floor.      5.  scrubbing
                                         

6.  Mr. Buchanan is  changing  the light bulb in his desk lamp.   6.  CORRECT
 

7.  The roasted chicken gave off a  pleesing  aroma.                  7.  pleasing 
  

8.  Aaron thinks figuring out math problems is  frustrating.       8.  CORRECT
      
      

9.  “Riding a roller coaster is  exiting!” Randeep said.                  9.  exciting 
            

10.     Sophia began  panicking  when she couldn't find her    10.  CORRECT
          English language arts homework to hand in. 

               
11.     Nathan is  monching  on a bag of popcorn.    11.  munching 

         
    
12.  The sun keeps  appeering  from behind the clouds.          12.  appearing 
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ANSWER KEY
13.    Katherine enjoys  hiking  with her family.       13.  CORRECT
                          
                               
14.    The house has a thermostat for  reggulating  the    14.  regulating 
         temperature. 
                      
15.    From the way the forecaster described the weather,            15.  CORRECT 
         it's  sounding  like our flight will be canceled.         
                                    
16.    Rory couldn't stop  laughing  when his friend made a joke.   16.  CORRECT
                                           

               
17.    “This story is very  confussing!”  Brandisha said.    17.  confusing 
              
                               
18.   Cameron is not often in the habit of  agreeing  with his    18.  CORRECT
        brother, Chase.      

   
19.   Giovanni practiced writing his name in cursive by                 19.  copying
        coping  the letters over and over again.                       

20.    Ashley's baby sister likes  mimmicking  her.    20.  mimicking 
                 

Review Words

21. I can't decide  weather  to eat cereal or oatmeal for          21.  whether
breakfast.           
              

22. The  whether  has been very mild this winter.      22.  weather
   

23.  The flower  peddle  felt soft and velvety.                23.  petal

24.     The tradesman went to the fair to  petal  his goods.              24.  peddle
  

           Challenge Words

25. Peony couldn't put down the  fasinating  chapter book      25.  fascinating 
she was reading.
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